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[*WARNING! This book contains graphic
material that is not suitable for anyone
under the age of eighteen.*] The (2)
Novellas included here are: Temptation
-and- Addicted [Read by Sabrina Brooks,
Jay Crow, Jack DuPont, Joanna Patrick,
Houston Fullbright] New York Times
bestselling
author
Nicole
Edwards
scorching-hot
Club
Destiny
series
continues with these two sinfully sensual
tales of romance thats too hot to handle.
TEMPTATION Sierra Sellers has never
had a problem finding a date, but when her
mothers meddling ways result in her being
set up with the intensely sexy Luke
McCoy, owner of Club Destiny, Sierra
learns she cant fight temptation. When he
unleashes her deepest, darkest fantasies,
she finds herself in a position she doesnt
want to get out of. Luke McCoy has run
fast and hard from the demons that chase
him. The hot, fierce need that pushed him
beyond the boundaries he hadnt realized
hed erected resulted in a two-month hiatus
from the world he d built for himself - a
world concreted in lust and forbidden
fantasies. So when his twin brother Logan
introduces him to Sierra, Luke finds
himself up against a temptation he cant
resist. Cole Ackerley never backed down
from a challenge, but that was before hed
been intimately introduced to Luke
McCoy. Throw in the black-haired vixen
with the glowing blue eyes, and Cole finds
himself engulfed in a menage hot enough
to rival the sun. When his feelings for both
of them ignite, Cole learns the true
meaning of self-restraint.
The deep,
soul-scorching hunger that ignites between
the three of them turns into a firestorm of
sensuality and lust that only burns brighter
and hotter with every encounter. But when
Luke continues to push them away, can
Cole and Sierra find a way to show him
there are no boundaries when it comes to
love? ADDICTED Samantha still vividly
remembers those nights so long ago when
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Logan introduced her to the ecstasy of a
menage. Now that Logans brother has up
and fallen in love, Sam wonders whether
shell ever get the chance to do it all over
again. Logan knows his wife fantasizes
about another threesome and longs to give
her everything she wants. Since his twin
brother Luke is no longer a part of their
relationship, Logan has to seek out the man
who can complete Sams every desire. Hes
found him, and now he can only hope the
fires that ignite between them dont burn
down the house. Logan aims to satisfy
Samantha in every way he can. This time
hes looking to Club Destiny to help fulfill
those desires. The only thing left is to feed
their addiction for one another.
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Devotion Inked on Paper: - Google Books Result May 18, 2013 Temptation (Club Destiny #2) by Nicole Edwards .
ways while I read the rest of the Club Destiny series I think the next is Addicted and thats Club Destiny series by
Nicole Edwards - Goodreads The SEASON: Rush The SEASON: Kaufman The Club Destiny Series Come see
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